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Abstract—Understanding the ever-changing scenario of computer networks and how they operate in the real world implies measuring and analyzing their characteristics. This in turn requires a set of advanced tools and methodologies to be shared among researches, along with the data derived from such activities. In this paper we first present some of the main issues and challenges in the field of Internet Monitoring and Measurement, then we present several open source platforms we have developed in the last 10 years for monitoring heterogeneous and large scale networks. Finally, we describe some of the data sets we made publicly available to the research community.

I. INTRODUCTION

INTERNET measurements are fundamental for the networking research community. Through them, we acquire more knowledge on the incredibly complex and ever-changing system the Internet is. Through traffic analysis, topology discovery, study of routing dynamics, and measurement of links capacity, delay, etc. we can better understand how this system behaves and how it is evolving. The results of such activities lead to better control and optimization of current and to the design of future network architectures. The analysis of measurements has proved invaluable not only for traditional application fields like performance evaluation, but also for many others. In last years, for example, there has been a boost of network security research based on Internet measurements.

For research results to be significant and reliable, we need repeatable experiments, large shared data sets, comparable measures, and confirmation on more observation points and at different times of the properties discovered [1]; moreover, we need accurate, up-to-date, and sanitized data. This last point is not always possible. On the one side, there are issues related to the quality of the measurements: what to measure and what methodology to use. For example, some traffic analyses simply need flow-level data, or they are not significantly affected by packet sampling, while other kinds of studies might be. On the other side, two major obstacles to the large availability of data are related to the security/privacy and costs. Service providers do not want to disclose details on their networks (and on how such networks perform), and they need to carefully preserve their customers privacy. Furthermore, the costs to build and manage a proper measurement infrastructure and to make reliable and anonymized data available to the public are often very high.

However, the need for availability of measurement data to all researchers is indisputable [2]. Recently, there have been several discussions on the development of a large-scale community-oriented measurement infrastructure [3]. A lot of benefits would come from the adoption of a common framework, and a large-scale distributed infrastructure would yield up-to-date, statistically relevant, and comparable data. Also, costs would be much more affordable and clearly funded. However, the discussion of this matter generates more questions than answers [3]. In the mean time, several efforts to provide measurement data and tools are being made by different members of the research community. Some notable examples are represented by CAIDA [4], NLANR [5], and MAWI-WIDE [6] projects which cover a broad scope, or by more specific projects as Crawdad [7], which is devoted to build a community for wireless network measurements. Smaller projects from other research groups [8] also make useful data available.

It has been noted that the networking research community is relatively younger than the ones from other scientific disciplines, as biology and astronomy, which have partially solved the problem of coordinatively sharing experimental data (sometimes with privacy issues involved as well). This is a big challenge we still have to face. For example, which tools must be used to perform active network measurements? As regards passive measurements, some recent proposals argue that it would be much simpler to make ISPs and link administrators keep the data private, but allowing researchers to run tools on them to extract data innocuous with respect to privacy and security. But, which data (and how) must be collected [9] and archived? Moreover, measurement data often needs sanitization, which means removing outliers and anomalies caused by spurious data and errors in the various (hardware and software) processing phases. How to solve problems related to the large amount of data to manage? Several sampling techniques have been developed, but their impact on different kinds of analysis (e.g. for anomaly detection) is still under investigation. While, alternative techniques to reduce the amount of data resulting from measurements are being proposed [10], [11], [12].

While looking for general consensus on well-established procedures, the research community in parallel develops new measurement methodologies and techniques. New tools are proposed, and evaluated, and old ones are improved. Also, as the time goes by, we deepen our knowledge on the various aspects related to data collection and analysis (as coping with large data sets, data sanitization, etc.). Further, the Internet is a moving target, causing new measurement requirements to continually arise.
In this article, we briefly give an overview of our contribution to the community regarding some of these aspects. First, with respect to traffic analysis and characterization, our contribution is methodological, because it is related to specific approaches to what to measure and how. Moreover, in our work in this field, we have faced several of the cited issues, and sometimes we came up with original solutions. Second, we have developed, and we are still expanding, a set of platforms for network measurements (both active and passive) and for the processing of measurement data sets. Third, we have started a measurement and data collection framework to make the measurement, obtained by using our tools, publicly available. In the next section we will discuss all these points.

More precisely, in this work after discussing some of the main issues and challenges in the field of Internet Monitoring and Measurement, we present several open source platforms we have developed in the last 10 years for monitoring heterogeneous and large scale networks. Due to space constraints, we just briefly discuss the main features of each platform and we point the reader to a large number of our references in which we have deeply discussed and tested our platforms and their results over real networks. In summary, this paper represents a sort of survey of our work during the last decade in the field of Internet Monitoring and Measurement and of our contributions to the research community in terms of both platforms and data.

II. TOOLS AND DATA

A. Traffic Measurement and Analysis at Packet-level

Network traffic can be observed at different abstraction levels. It is possible to study aggregate traffic or, for example, to separate it into conversations, connections, flows, or packets. While still adopting a multi-level analysis approach, in our studies we focused our attention on packet-level. Packet-level traffic characterizations express traffic in terms of inter-packet time (IPT) and packet size (PS). There are several important advantages in such approach. First of all, it is very straightforward and concise. We do not need to make any assumptions regarding the kind of applications generating traffic, and the same methodology is easily extensible to study different application-level protocols and mixes of them. Moreover, observing traffic at packet-level allows to work at the deepest point of view. The results of the analysis and modeling can be applied in several contexts. Switching devices often operate on a packet-by-packet basis, and most network performance problems (e.g. delay, jitter, loss) happen at packet level. Packet-level models are also easily applicable to traffic emulation and simulation, which can be used to study network-related issues (measuring delay, jitter, packet loss etc.) or to test network equipment. Traffic at packet level remains observable after encryption made by, for example, end-to-end cryptographic protocols such as SSL or IPSec; this makes packet-level characterization and modeling robust approaches to traffic profiling for anomaly detection.

As regards traffic characterization, we applied this approach in the study of traffic of different applications (HTTP, SMTP, IM, Worms, network games) and it showed some invariant properties with respect to time (time invariance) and to the observed network (space invariance), when sampling large and highly heterogeneous populations of clients and servers (to make our results partially independent from both network conditions and end-to-end congestion control) [13], [14], [15]. We are still expanding the categories of traffic to study, and we are experimenting on the usefulness of packet-level characterization for traffic fingerprinting and profiling, with possible applications in the context of classification and network security. As for traffic modeling, in [16] we developed a packet-level model based on Hidden Markov Models (HMM) which jointly models IPT and PS, taking into account mutual dependencies and time structure (by means of autocovariance). Preliminary results showed that the model has also interesting prediction capabilities.

B. Open Monitoring and Measurement Platforms

1) Plab: In the study of network traffic we felt the need for a measurement tool allowing to focus the analysis on packet-level statistics, while still being able to look at network traffic at different levels. Thus to capture and analyze traffic we developed Plab, a software platform written in C, based on the Libpcap library [17], running on FreeBSD, Linux, and MacOS-X. Capturing live traffic or analyzing trace files in tcpdump format, Plab is able to split traffic into different kinds of sessions. Depending on user-specified parameters, a session can be identified by:

- all packets sent and received by a host (host mode);
- all packets identified by source and destination IP addresses and ports with a default timeout of 60 seconds (flow mode);
- all packets exchanged by 2 hosts related to a specific service (e.g. TCP port 80), with a user definable timeout (conversation mode).

Given one of the above modes, sessions are assigned an ID, and for each session the IPT between packets flowing in the same direction and the PS of such packets are calculated. We call such data packet-level data series. Moreover, higher-level measures related to the sessions are stored, like the arrival time of each session, its duration, packet and bytes transmitted for each direction, etc. IPT and PS looking at the aggregate traffic as a whole are also calculated. In addition, many processing and filtering capabilities have been implemented, as the ability to decode optional TCP headers as the MSS, or to filter packets or entire sessions based on several criteria. Berkeley Packet Filter syntax (tcpdump-style) is supported at the end of the command line. We added also specific features which are useful for data sanitization. In our studies, we discovered spurious data probably due to hardware/software in some publicly available traffic traces. Among them, for example, we found full chunks of packet sequences duplicated inside the traces. Checks based on packets timestamps inconsistencies, allow to remove such duplicates. Data sets extracted by Plab are dumped into text files which can be directly imported under software environments for time series processing and statistical analysis (e.g. Matlab [18], R [19]). Plab is open-source software and
is available at our web site [20].

2) **Statistical Library**: Once measurement data has been collected, several approaches can be adopted in the analysis of network traffic and Internet measurements in general. Besides more general techniques of statistical analysis, which look at processes from a stochastic point of view by studying marginal distributions, covariances, scaling properties, etc., techniques from the fields of Signal and Image Processing and from Information Theory are successfully used to investigate Internet phenomena and to highlight interesting behaviors. In our studies, we usually work under the Matlab and Octave [21] environments. In this context, in addition to tools made available by the research community, we developed a number of Matlab functions useful for statistical analysis. Most of them have been written with the explicit purpose to ease the analysis of time series extracted from network traffic traces and active measurements. There are tools to extract, display (also by means of diagrams), and compare statistical properties, or for example, to build packet and byte rate time series sampled with different periods starting from IPT and PS. We also developed scripts which implement an entropy-based technique to heavily reduce large data sets while preserving main statistical properties. Tools for statistical fitting, based on Expectation Maximization, can be used as an aid to build analytical models starting from empirical data. They can then be applied, for example, into traffic emulation contexts (see next subsection). More details on the Statistical Library are available at its web site [22], from where it can be freely downloaded.

3) **TIE**: Traffic Classification is a hot topic in Internet research and it needs open platforms for experimenting with new algorithms and approaches [23], [24], [25], [26]. A large quantity of works have been published in the past few years on traffic classification. However, besides classifiers based on transport-layer ports and on payload inspection, there are few implementations made available to the community that target alternative approaches. TIE (Traffic Identification Engine) is a platform for experimenting with and comparing traffic classification techniques. Its overall architecture is shown in Figure 1. As described in [27], the Packet Filter is able to both capture live traffic or read from a traffic trace, and it can filter packets depending on several criteria. Packets are then aggregated into separate sessions (flows, biflows, etc.) by the Session Builder, which keeps the status of each session updated. A set of feature extraction routines (e.g. updating statistics on inter-packet times) are performed by the Feature Extractor. The classification is performed by the Decision Combiner, which coordinates the activities of several classification plugins (each one executing a different classification technique). The Output generates final output files with modalities and data formats that depend on the operating mode. TIE allows the development of algorithms implementing different classification techniques as **classification plugins** that are plugged into a unified framework, allowing their comparison and combination [27]. The main features of TIE are the following: (i) it allows to currently run and combine multiple classification techniques; (ii) it has been designed to work also with live traffic (realtime mode); (iii) it is open source, it has a large community participation, geared towards data/tools sharing (developer's documentation and fully functional examples, classification plugins API, easy to add extraction of new classification features, easy to add new decision combination strategies, easy to provide ground-truth along with anonymized traces); (iv) it provides graph and web reports (see Figure 2 for one of the TIE graphical outputs); (v) it runs on Linux, FreeBSD, and MacOS X. To date, several classification techniques have already been implemented as TIE plugins [29], [30], [31], [32]. In literature there are other similar platforms, such as NeTraMark[28].

4) **D-ITG**: Approaches and systems for network workload generation are useful and effective only when they produce network workload that is realistic [33], [34], [35], [36], [37] and representative as much as possible of the real workload of the network scenario under study. Distributed Internet Traffic Generator (D-ITG) is a platform capable to produce IPv4 and IPv6 traffic by accurately replicating the workload of current Internet applications [38], [39], [40], [41]. Two main alternative approaches exist in literature for the generation of such workload: (i) trace-based generation (TCPReplay, TCPivo, TCPopera, etc.), in which flows exactly replicate the content and the timings of traffic traces previously collected in real scenarios; and (ii) analytical model-based generation (TG, MGEn, RUDE/CRUDE, D-ITG, etc.), in which flow and packet generation processes are based on statistical models. With D-ITG, the generation can either follow simple stochastic models for packet size (PS) and inter departure time (IDT), or more complex analytical models that mimic application-level protocol behavior, or instead it can follow real traffic patterns captured in traffic traces. In the first case, by specifying the distributions of IDT and PS random variables, it is possible to choose different renewal processes for packet generation: by using characterization and modeling results from literature and from our analysis (Sections II-B.1, II-B.2), D-ITG is able to replicate statistical properties of traffic of different well-known
applications (e.g. Telnet, VoIP - G.711, G.723, G.729, Voice Activity Detection, Compressed RTP - DNS, network games).

In the second case, D-ITG adopts the modeling approach presented in [16]. Specifically, customly pre-configured Hidden Markov Models (HMM) are used to reproduce the behavior of real traffic sources and then for the synthetic generation of their workload. The HMM reproduces different states in which a single source can be, and is used to associate to each state different statistical profiles of both PS and IDT, while state transitions happen with probabilities defined by a transition matrix. In the third case, D-ITG allows to replicate real traffic traces and to fully configure, at the same time, a number of parameters at layer 3 (e.g. the IP addresses), layer 4 (e.g. the transport layer ports), and at the application layer (e.g. the information in the SIP/SDP header). Beside the generation mode, at the transport layer, D-ITG currently support TCP (Transmission Control Protocol), UDP (User Datagram Protocol), SCTP (Stream Control Transmission Protocol), and DCCP (Datagram Congestion Control Protocol). Moreover, it supports ICMP (Internet Control Message Protocol) and allows to set the TOS (DS) and TTL IP header fields.

D-ITG overall architecture is shown in Figure 3. As described in [41], the main module is called sender/receiver. It can act as a traffic sender, receiver, or both (it is worth noticing that our platform can work with multiple sender/receiver instances, multiple senders can send to a single receiver, and a single sender can send to multiple receivers). The measurement information can be saved directly by the sender/receivers, or it can be sent - through the network - to a module called logger (useful to collect all the measures in a single point or in the case of hosts with limited storage capabilities e.g., sensors, smartphones, etc.). To cope with large scale experiments, the sender/receiver modules can be controlled directly by the user, or by another module called controller, which receives input from the user and interacts with the senders/receivers in order to orchestrate the measurements. This way, the user can completely control a large-scale distributed experiment from a single vantage point. A signaling channel between the main modules of the architecture (controller, sender/receiver, and logger) is used for the configuration, management and synchronization of the experiments. A module called analyzer is in charge of analyzing the results of the experiments both on-line and off-line extracting performance measures experienced by the probing traffic. Besides being a traffic generator, D-ITG can be used as an active measurement tool: one-way-delay (OWD), round-trip-time (RTT), packet loss rate, jitter, and throughput can be measured and analyzed using the various components of the D-ITG platform (sender, receiver, log server, and decoder). The support of different computing architectures (ARM, Intel XScale, x86@32bit and 64bit) and operating systems (Windows, OSX, FreeBSD, Linux, Montavista Linux, OpenWRT, snapgear, Linux Familiar) allows to use the distributed platform for experimentation in complex and heterogeneous environments. As for the experiment repeatability, D-ITG allows to use the same seed of the random number generator, to perform identical experiments on the same scenario or to study different scenarios under the same traffic generation conditions. D-ITG is able to reach high (receiver and sender) data rates. More precisely, with two Linux boxes connected with a Gb Ethernet the maximum bit rate achieved is higher than 950 Mbps and the packet rate is higher than 850 Kpps.

D-ITG has often been used to evaluate the performance of wireless networked systems. More precisely, in [42], [43] it has been used to analyze the performance of heterogeneous wireless networks, considering handoffs too. In [44] it has been used to correctly assess the capacity of wireless links. In [45], [46] it has been used to evaluate the performance achieved by a metropolitan wireless network in the Berlin area. In [47] it has been used to asses the impact of middleboxes on the performance of wireless networks (3G and Satellite networks). Furthermore, data collected using D-ITG over real heterogeneous wireless networks has been used to derive the model presented in [48]. Finally, D-ITG has been used to evaluate the performance of transport protocols (e.g., SCTP) [49] and of
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**Fig. 2.** TIE graphical output.

**Fig. 3.** D-ITG overall architecture (source [41]).
networked embedded systems (e.g., network processors) [50].

An open-source multi-thread implementation of D-ITG is currently released at [51] for all the supported platforms. Other similar platforms are OSTINATO [52], RUDE/CRUDE [53], TG [54], MGEN [55], BRUTE [56], Iperf [57], TCPreplay [58], Swing [59], etc.

5) **UANM**: Among network path characteristics, the available bandwidth (also known as the unused capacity) is of notable interest for applications of traffic engineering, media streaming, network monitoring, etc. But its estimation poses significant practical issues, mainly related to the dynamical nature of the available bandwidth and to the peculiarities of the active estimation techniques that have been proposed for it [60], [61], [62], [63], [64], [65]. In order to perform comparative analysis of known and future estimation techniques, as well as to provide a means to automatically select and setup the best tool for varying measurement scenarios, we have designed and implemented UANM (Unified Platform for Network Measurement): a platform allowing the automated management of end-to-end available bandwidth estimation tools [66], [67]. UANM is capable of controlling the execution of the different techniques and benchmarking them in a fair environment; the techniques are implemented as one or more plugins (dynamically loadable modules) that expose to the experimenter a single coherent API (plugin API). The plugin API is offered to the developer and the experimenter, and abstracts the management of the measurement activity, comprising the setup of the control channel between the sender and the receiver, the setting of the measurement parameters, the actual measurement process, and the reporting of the outcome. The platform takes care of automating all those phases, also preventing mutual interference of concurrent measurements, and provides the user (a network manager, or third party software) with a simplified and goal-driven API (user API).

UANM overall architecture can be seen in Figure 4, which shows the components of the platform: (i) peer-to-peer network of measurement servers (UANM Daemons) that host and manage the plugins; (ii) clients that issue measurement requests and receive results from the measurement servers; and (iii) optionally third party applications that are engaged in measurements by the plugins. The user API for requesting the measurements is provided as a library to be included in external software, offering the knowledge of the estimated available bandwidth for applications of network monitoring, media streaming, server selection, etc.

Other platforms similar to UANM in some of its goals are NetQuest [68], FLAME [69]. The issue of calibration of available bandwidth estimation tools has been investigated in [65], introducing a new tool, YAZ, while in [62] a kernel-based implementation of an available bandwidth estimation tool, DIChirp, is proposed as a solution to improve the estimation accuracy. Scenario-specific techniques have also been proposed, such as WBest [63] for wireless networks, and Traceband [64] for low-overhead continuous monitoring.

More details about the platform are available at [70].

6) **Hynetd**: In most situations, active and passive measurements can not ignore the network topology. An accurate and complete knowledge of the network topology is crucial for fault diagnosis, performance evaluation, routing troubleshooting, modeling, simulation and analysis [71], [1]. Anyway, as largely demonstrated in literature [72], [73], [74], [75], [76], inferring the network topology is an extremely complex task and requires sophisticated solutions. Hynetd [77], [78] (Hybrid Network Topology Discovery) is a tool based on a hybrid methodology that effectively combines active and passive approaches to discover network topologies at router level, starting from the IP addressing space to be explored and a set of SNMP community names. The adopted approach aims at obtaining a high level of completeness and accuracy and at improving the efficiency of the discovery process (both in terms of discovery duration and traffic overhead). Hynetd achieves such goal by using (i)
an algorithm named Backtrace, that efficiently implements the execution of many concurrent Traceroutes; (ii) an approach for IP alias resolution using Ping with Record Route IP option; (iii) some rules to reduce the number of IP pairs involved in the Ally algorithm [79]; (iv) an heuristic to recognize serial links in some specific conditions. Finally, as shown in Figure 5, by adopting a multi-step data collection phase involving highly multi-threaded operations, it is able to recover most of the time lost when waiting for the expiration of timeouts. Hynetd runs under the Linux operating system and has been released under the GPL terms [80]. Figure 6 reports one of its graphical outputs. Other similar platforms are [81], [82].

7) Hobbit & BISmark: Most people rely on Internet connectivity for everyday activities, thus making broadband access an essential resource. Although several tools to measure Internet performance exist [83], [84], [85], benchmarking the performance of broadband access networks is not as simple as running one-time “speed tests”. **Hobbit** and **BISmark** are two complementary platforms which address the measurement of access networks by adopting a similar architecture made of three components (see Figure 7): (i) a **management server**, whose role is to orchestrate all the experiments and to collect and organize all their results; (ii) multiple **measurement clients**, which run inside the home network and periodically execute experiments; (iii) several **measurement servers**, which are responsible for supporting the measurements conducted by the clients when they require a specific server-side component.

**HoBBIT** (Host Based Broadband Internet Telemetry) is a platform capable of conducting experiments on broadband access networks by properly instructing measurement clients running on users’ personal computers [86]. It provides a flexible framework to define experimental campaigns with a specific goal and a detailed schedule of the measurements requested. It further allows to reuse pre-existing measurement tools. All the performed measurements are collected and aggregated at different levels to produce both maps (see Figure 8 where the results of upstream throughput are graphically shown on the Italian geographical map) and plots, which are available to the users through the project website [87]. Other similar platforms are [88], [89], [90].

**BISmark** (Broadband Internet Service Benchmark) is a project led by Georgia Tech and the University of Napoli Federico II to develop an OpenWRT-based platform for running measurements of ISP performance, as well as traffic inside the home [91]. A BISmark router is capable of performing both active and passive measurements from a vantage point between the home network and the access ISP. This design offers an unobstructed view of both the ISP and the home networks. Moreover, the ability to run continuous measurements allows to account for many of the confounding factors that affect other measurement studies. The BISmark platform is publicly available and released under the GPL license [92]. The only other similar platform is [93].

C. Data

In this subsection we give a very brief overview of the measurement data we started to make available [94] to the community.

1) Traffic Traces: As regards traffic traces, we used Plab and Tcpdump to passively capture traffic from a link running at about 200 Mbps and connecting our University network (the UNINA network) to the rest of the Internet. The UNINA network has a main /16 address space plus few /24 networks. Using Plab, we were able to capture full layer-4 headers (e.g. TCP optional headers) without storing payload data for privacy issues. Moreover IP addresses were anonymized, preserving subnet membership, using the tcpdpriv tool from MAWI-WIDE. Besides trace files, we also make available time series of IPT and PS extracted from traffic. Some of this data, being related to aggregate traffic captured in absence of network anomalies, has also been used for anomaly detection studies.

2) Data Traces: Data traces related to measurements of delay, jitter, packet loss, and throughput, have been obtained by using D-ITG performing active measurements in various heterogeneous small-scale networks and in a large scale wireless network. With the term heterogeneous we mean different mixing of:

- access network technologies, (Ethernet, 802.11, UMTS, GPRS, ADSL, etc.) and intermediate links;

Fig. 7. BISmark and HoBBIT: common architecture overview.

Fig. 8. HoBBIT geolocated-based graphical output.
• transport and control protocols (TCP, UDP, SCTP, DCCP, ICMP);
• end-point hardware (palm-tops, smart phones, laptops, workstations);
• end-point operating systems.

This heterogeneity is formalized through the concept of "service condition" introduced in [96], [97]. A clear understanding and reference for Quality of Service (QoS) parameters like delay, jitter, packet loss, and throughput is of paramount importance in several scenarios ad for Quality of Experience (QoE) evaluation [98], [99]. Also, thanks to a past joint research work [95] with the Network Group of the Deutsche Telekom Laboratories (Berlin), we collected measurements over a large-scale wireless network sited in Berlin: MagNets multi-hop backbone running on 802.11a/b/g.

III. CONCLUSION

In this paper we have discussed some of the main issues and challenges in the field of Internet Monitoring and Measurement and we have presented several open source platforms we have developed for monitoring heterogeneous and large scale networks. In our ongoing work, to follow the continuously changing nature of Internet, we are improving each of the presented platforms For example, we are extending them for their use in scenarios like Cloud Computing, Software Defined Networks, Mobile and Ubiquitous applications.
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